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How Will the Winners Win?
Knowledge@Wharton: How will the winners win? Banks have expertise in payment systems, capital, regulations 
and controls -- that whole technical side of banking where the regulators are watching every move they make. 
Competition is fierce. The Apples, the Googles, the PayPals of the world, Telecom companies, the retailers -- they 
all want a piece of the information business, if not domination. We talked about possible collaboration -- could you 
put in perspective? How that might fit together? Is there any one better-positioned than anyone else?

Eric Bradlow: I always go in the following hierarchy -- I don’t think any of us know who’s going to win, but let me 
give you a preference order. If I had to invest my own money, here’s who I’d go with first -- the people that own 
the pipe and the infrastructure. We’re all using our mobile devices more. Someone has to pay for all those bits 
being transferred. I guarantee you … the people that own the pipe, they’re going to make the money.

Let’s move downstream, the device manufacturers. It’s unclear. Is it going to be an Apple iOS system? Is it going 
to be something more open source? Who knows who’s going to win that battle and war? Let’s go one stream 
down from there, which is software and other stuff that goes on there. I think most stuff is moving towards open 
source. I think people that if you like, who bet their business model on, “I’ve got a better widget than your widget 
for your phone” -- well, someone’s going to probably create a freemium version of it, so I think that’s a challenge.

Now when you go the final step downstream, which is banks and other companies using that technology -- I think 
the answer is, you had better have something that can allow for people with different devices -- that are using 
different platforms to do it. Because if you bet on one technology, as Stephen said, that technology may not be 
the winner. I think you basically have to allow -- if it’s tablets people are using, if it’s their phone people are using, 
if it’s their desktop people are using -- I think they have to develop platforms that can be used through all of these 
different technologies. So, I’m going to tell you, if I had to invest my money, I’ll invest my money in the people 
that are paying for us and the bandwidth….I guarantee you they are making money.

Steven Lewis: I completely agree with what Eric said in terms of that mobile infrastructure side of it. I would come 
at it from a slightly different angle. And if you think about the sort of transaction lifecycle and sort of the broader 
concept of banking, you know, there are certain things that banks have real skill in being able to do in terms of 
intermediating between someone with deposits and someone who needs a loan, understanding the risks involved 
with that. 

That is not something that technology companies or telecom providers have the skill and the expertise in. I’m not 
sure it’s something they want to be in because that would mean they suddenly have a whole host of new people 
trying to regulate what they do every day. So, I think we need to think about the different elements of banking 
versus banks and, therefore, who may be best placed to own, manage and exploit different elements of that life 
cycle.

The key question, if you think about it from the perspective of the end customer, is who is going to have the 
primary relationship with the customer? And clearly each type of provider, whether it’s a telecom company, a 
tech company or a bank -- they’re used to having that sort of primary interface with their customers. As you start 
merging and morphing and having banks doing some things and telecom companies doing other things -- who 
has that primary relationship with a customer? That is going to be a key driver as to who the dominant player is.


